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EFrECT OF HUMIDITY o~ SEVER~h SUperCharger

‘By ketiman E. fillerbtidck, Jr.~hhtl Arthur W.

Parameters

Goldstein

II!7TRODUCTIOM

The general practice in the calculation of”results
from supercharger testta is to use constant values of the
specific heats, gas constant, and ratio of the specific
heate of the air passing through the supercharger. The
assumption Is made that the effects of humidity and tem-
perature on the gas properties will have a negligible ef-
fect on the parameters used to describe supercharger per-
formance and that for all practical purposes the gas prop-
erties at come constant temperature and humidity can be
used.

The object of the present report is to determine if
the change of

CP’ Cv’ “
and R of the air with extreme

changes of humidity and test-bench temperature will have
an appreciable effect on eeveral parameter used to deter-
mine supercharger performance. The effects of temperature
and humidity on the gas properties of normal air are first
determined end then the effects of changes in the gae prop-
erties on the supercharger parameters are calculated. IKor-
mal air is defined ae air of 29.92 inches of mercury pres-
sure , 68° F temperature, and 36 percent relative humidity.
The properties of normal air are given in reference 1 and
are used by the lTACA Subcommittee on Superchargers.

This work wss done at the LMAL during February 1S41.

ANALY S18

Effect of Humidity and Temperature on Gas Properties

The specific heat of a mixture of dry air and writer
vapor may be written as follows:

Cp Wa+c
Pm ‘m

CP = wa+wm
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A complete hat of definitions of symbols used is given at
the end of thie report.

From the foregoing equation

CP = ‘Pa

Now

Then

:+(*-I’)+!+)]
‘m/wa

r= 1 + wm/wa

(1)
“.

Solving equation (1) for CPa’ the following equation

is obtained:

.p<c, [11+ (&-J] (2)

/]
When r = rn, then CP = Cpn. Substituting these values

in equation (2)

Substituting this value of CPa in equation (1)

CP = Cpn
[ +?-) (i++]

(3)

(4)

—
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where Ar = r - rn. Equation (4) gives the epeciflc heat

at constant preseure with aay mpecific.humidity r in
terms of the specific humid$ty hnd Bpecific heat of normal
air. In like manner, an eqvatibn ddh be derived for Cv s

or

Cv = Cv
n

By dividing equation (4) by equation (5), the ratio
of specific heats at any specific humidity r is obtained
in terms of the ratio of specific heats with a specific
humidity ‘n, ‘r

The formula for the gas constant of a mixture
air and water

Ra Wa
R=

+’ Rm Wm

+ Wm‘a

R= Ra[l+ &-01

(6)

of dry

or

(7)

but

where w is the molecular weight of a gas. !Chen
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{~ )1R= Ral+~Wm-lr
.L

Solving equation (8) for Ra, letting

that R = Rn, gives

r = rn

(8)

80

(9)

Substituting equation (9) in equation (8)) giv~s the fol-
lowing equationx

r ()Ma 1~ —-lAr
Wm

R=Rn l+—

01

Na
1 + ~- 1 rn

!
m

(lo)

L

The most convenient way to determine supercharger
parameters is to base the calculations on normal air
properties, end then apply corrections based upon the
changee in the gas properties from normal eir valuefa.
The changes in Cp, Cv, Y, and R in increments of

their values for normal air are shown in the following
equations which were obtained from equations (4), (5),
(6), and (10):

(~~ ) Ar
=

\

-l I-r.
cVn aVn n

(11)

(12)

— -I
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($ -,) Al’

~=
Rn

‘+(5-+

(14)

Formulas for the variation with temperature of Cpa,

‘Pm’ Cva’
and %m are given in reference 2. The epe-

ciflc heats Y and R should be obtained for the ever-
age supercharger air temperature, but calculations from
the formulae in reference 2 showed little change in the
values from 68° to 2120 I’, the latter being the average
air temperature assumed. Nor normal teet-bench conditions,
then, the gas.properties may be considered as conetant
with respect to temperature variations. The valuee will
be taken at 68° 3’.

The Effect of Changee in Gae Properties

on Supercharger Parameters

The effecte of the foregoing changes in gas proper-
ties on various supercharger parameters will now be d(!t~r-
mined. The NACA measureg the volume of air with a thin-

.-
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plate orifice,and it oan be shown from the formula for flow
through the orifloe that the volume df air Q at the in-
let of the supercharger varies with the gas constant E aO
follows:

Q=KAfE

where K is a value not dependent on humidity.

Q/L= 1 ICdR
Q 2&

Substituting the valne of Q in equation (16) gives

L!L=—_1 dR

Q 2R

(15)

(16)

(17)

or, the percent change In volume at the inlet of the
supercharger is equal to half the pe=cent change in R.

One parameter thet Is used to a great extent In
“supercharger plots is ‘ad s the adiabatic work per
pound’ of air. Now Hed can be obteined from the formula

Had = Cp TltY (18)

where TI Is total temperature at the Inlet of the super-

charger, ‘E absolute.

%--
-1

Y= ()Patm -1

Pat total pressure at outlet of supercharger, inches
mercury abmolute

Plt total pressure at inlet of supercharger, inches
mercury absolute

-1
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The adiabatic efficiency !k ~hen equal to

Ha& Tit Y

‘ad = CP (Tat - Tzt) = Tat - Tlt
(19)

where Tat is the total temperature at the outlet of the
supercharger.

Differentiating Y,

()my ~d(l-+)
dY = 10ge pitPlt

or

Pat a~
dY = (Y+ 1) loge~p

Now

Y -1
~~t

loge (Y + 1) = ~ 10ge () m

(20)

(21)

Pat
Substituting for loge Its value as determined from

m
. equation (21) In equation (20) and dividing by Y the

following equation is obtained

*=(*)1(1 +0°’0 ‘1+‘) I ~ ’22)
also

d(Had) = d(Cp Tlt Y) = Tlt y dcp + Cp

$

=
Cp ‘lt Y($*)

J“

Tlt d.Y

_ .. .
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Then

dH
e

a(cp)
=

ad ‘?
CP ..

(23)

or the percent change in Had Is equal to the sum of the

percentage changes in cp and Y.

()Tlt Y Tlt Y dY dY
dna~ = d

Tat - Tlt
‘=llad~

= Tat - Tzt Y

then

(24)

or the ?ercentage change in qad equals the percentage

change in Y.

The pressure ratio corrected to 60° F is given by

(25)

Differentiating equation (25) and dividing by

(Pat/Plt)60 gives

(d ~]

~ Tlt Y /

wtJeQ Y i 519.6

(–)

‘Vn-l

‘( )

F (26)
Pat 1+

Tlt Y

Plt so 519.6

Another parameter that is used is the prespure coef-
ficient which ia defined ag

-— .—
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.5&
%di “ Va/g

where V is the Impeller tip ~peed. Then

d~a~ .s%=%++
~aa Had “ Cp

. .

(27)

as shown in equation (23). In like manner, the ehaft ef-
ficiency, ~s, sometimee used is defined as

where W is the rate of air flow and ‘P is the net shaft
power. Then

%% + ‘Haa(p
dTIs ()

=awp
)

(~ .

(The power measurement does not depend upon calculations
involving humidity. )

Or

Then

amj dw%L+—
n~ = Haa W

(28)

From equation (15) and the gas laws, it can be.shown
that .

(29)

.— — —
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Substituting equations (23) and (29) in equation (28),
the change of IIS with change in Op, Y, and R is ob-

tained. Or

(30)

METHODS

The method of determining the change in gas proper-
ties from their values for normal air with change of hu-
midity is to first substitute the values of Op, Cv, Y,

and r for normal air and the values of
‘Pm’ Cvm’ ‘a’

and Wm in equations (11), (12), (13), and (14). The

values of the gas properties and specific humidity are
obtained from reference 1 and the values of

cPm
and

CVm from reference 2. Somewhat different values of
cPm

and Cvn are given in the A.S.11.V.E. Guide, 1935 and in

the International Critical Tables. Because of this dis-
agreement, the values shown below were chosen arbitrarily.
The values are summed up as follows:

Pn 29.92 in. Hg abs.

Tn 527.6° E abs.

l’n 0.00522 pound per pound

cPn
189.05 ft lb/lb/O~ or 0.2430 Btu/lb/°F

cVn 135.55 ft lb/lb/O1’ or 0.1742 Btu/lb/°F

Yn 1.3947

cpm 0.4466 Iltu/lb/°F

cvm 0.3396 Btu/lb/O~
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M* 28.95 lb/mol
.

Mm 18.016 lb/mol

Substitution of the foregoing values In eqwtions
(11) to (14) results in the following equetions:

A>

cPn
= 0.8423 (r - 0.00522)

* = 0.9545 (r - 0.00522)
%n

(31)

(32)

A? 0,1123 (r - 0.00522) “ (33)
~= - 1 + 0.9545 (r - 0.00522)

,

All
~

= 0.6C50 (r - 0.00522) (34)

The changes In the gas properties are then obtained
from the foregoing formulas and a humidity chart as fol-
lows: From the relative humidity and the dry bulb read-
ing (air temperature), or from the dry and wet bulb reed-
Ing, the mixing ratio or the specific humidity r may
be obtained, depending upon the chart used. Then from
the Yalue of r, the gae properties may be calculated.

If r ie expressed in grains per pound, ea.uatlons
(31) to (34) will change to

Acp
— = 0.0001203 (q - 36.5)
CPn

(35)

bcv
— = 0,0001364 (q - 36.5) (36)
cVn

—-. —
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Ay 0.00001604 (q - 36.5)

VT = - 1 + 0.0001364 (q - 36.6) (37)

AR
— = 0.00008643 (o - 36.5)
Rn (38)

where q Is the specific humidity in grains per pound.

!Che changes in supercharger parameters for changes
in gea properties as caused by changea In humidity are
obtained by substitution of equetlons (35), (37), and (38)
where needed In equations (17), (22), (23), (24), (26),

(27), end (30). The fsctor
j: ~+’ :“ge ‘1+ ‘) ‘n

equotion (22) in the range - _ - varies from 1.000
LJ3

)‘l + * 10ge (1 + Y)to 1.100. At the value Pa/Pa = 1.5, (

= 1.058. The value 1.06 will be asqumed ss sufficiently
accurate for the whole range of opermtion. The extreme
value of the error In the factor”in the use of 1.06 where

lZ-Z2 IS then 6 percent. Assuming a large value
P1

dY
for ~ such as 1 percent, then an error of 6 percent

will make this value 1.06 percent. Then the error in Y
is only 0.06 percent. In like manner, the error in

d~ad/~ad would be 6 percent and the error in ~ad only

0.06 percent. (1+* logeTherefore ~
)

(1 + Y) = 1.06 may

be used with sufficient accuracy over the range of super-
charger operntion. The resulting equations for oh~nges
In euperoherger pernmetera with changes of humidity are:

AQ
— = 0.00004321 (q - 36.5)n

AY 0.00004315 (q - 36.5)
T’- 1 + 0.0001364 (q - 36.5)

(39)

(40)
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The approximation will be made thet~l + 0.000136A (q - 36.5)
., -.= 1. . “;’”e n ...

Then

AHa~
= (0.0001203 - 0.00004315) (q - 36.5)

Baa

a 0.00007715 (q - 36.5)

A~ad
—=- 0.00004315 (q - 36.5)
qaa

(41)

(42)

Pat

( lo

‘)

T1t Y
A—

Plt n
=- 0.0001524 . q- 36.5) (43)

Pat

()

\ Tlt

m GO \ 1 + 519.6Y\

Aqad = 0.00C07715 (q - 36.5)
qaa

c

(44)

&
= 0.000033S4 (q - 36.5) (45)

n~

Equations (39) to (45) give the increments to add to
or subtract from the supercharger parameters for changes
of humidity from that for normal air.

RESULTS
..

In order to give an idea of the variation to be eJX-

peoted under orainary operating conditions, the values of

‘P’ c~’ “
and R. for wet air have been calculated for
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~arious temperatures to be expected to occur throughout
the year, and for verloue relative humldltlee at those
temperatures. The temperatures given are outside air tem-
peratures, hut the results are not affected by the arti-
ficial heating of air Inside the building if no water va-
por in added by en air-oonditlonlng aytatem. The specific
humidity Is not affected by the heating and it Is upon
this quantity which the gas properties depend. Table I
shows the variat~on In percent of the gas properties of
the wet air a~ aompared with normal air calculated ac-
cording to equations (31), (32), (33), and (34). The
humidity values were obtained from th~ Bulkeley Psy-
chrometrlc Chart from the A.S.Ii.V.E. Guide for 1935. A
more detailed table for variation of Y nay be found on
page 10 of reference 1. The variation of Y with humid-
ity is negligible but the change in CP

from a cold, dry

day to a hot, humid day is more than 3 percent, the ohange
In ov about 4 percent, and the change in E a little

less than 21A percent. At present, In supercharger cal-
culetione the gas properti es nre based on air at a tem-
perature of 68 F and 36 percent relative humidity.
Table I ehowe that the chengg in Op from thle condition

to that for a hot, humid dey is about 3 percent, the
change in “cv shout 5J~a percent, and the change in R a

little more then 2 percent.

For an extreme cese of 100° 1’ end 97-percent rela-
tive humldlty, the changes in the supercharger parameters
from their values for normel air will be:

AQ = 0.bOO04321 (290 -
z-

36.5) X 100 = 1.1 percent

*Had = 0.00007715 (290

‘ad
- 36.5) X 100 = 2.0 percent

~=
~ad

-0.00004315 (290 - 36.5) X 100 = -1.1 percent

~~ad
= 0.00007715 (290 - 36.5) x 100 = 2.O percent

qad

/lfle
= 0.00003394 (290 _ 36.5) x 100 ● 0.86 percent .

~
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In mosi @lipercharger -test w,ork, the weather changes
are not as pe~ere as those assumed in the above calcula-
-tibhs, and ~ohiltant values of the gas properties can be
asstimed. It ih recommended that normal air gas proper-
ties be used in calculating supercharger parameters un-
less the sp6cific humidity changes more than 55 grains
per pound from Its value for normal air. Correction
then should be applied to the au ercharger parameters

faccording to equations (39) to ( 5).

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
Batlonal Advieory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va.
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CP

Cv

Had

P

q

~~d

Q

r

R

T

v

w

v

SYMBOLS

specific heat of gas at constant preeeure, Btu per

‘M per pound or foot-pounde per ‘Y per pound-..
:.

specific heat of gata at constant volume .Btu per ‘B
per pound or foot-pounds per ‘1’ per pound

iaentropic increase in total enthalpy per unit mass
for a given pressure rise, foot-pounds per pound
maas

pressure of gas, inches of Hg (abs.) obtained
from corrected barometric pressure and pressure
readings

specific humidity of gas, grains (HaO) per pound
(mixture)

pressure coefficient

volume flow at supercharger Inlet, cubic feet par
second

specific humidity of gas, pounds (Hao) per pound
(mixture)

gas constant for a particular gss, Btu per ‘F per
pound or foot-pounds per oF per pound

temperature of gas, degrees Rankine

tip speed of impeller, feet per second

flow rate, pounds per second

specific weight of gas or vapor, pounds per cubic
foot

“(*Y==*
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t

adiabatic efficiency ● “
m

adiabatic shaft “efficiency

molecular weight, pcunde per mol

SUBSCRIPTS

refere to dry air -

refere to moisture

refere to normal air

refers to total (or stagnation) value

refers to supercharger inlet conditicn .

refere to supercharger outlet condition

refers to the pressure ratio corrected to inlet

temperature of 60° T, on the assumption that
TltY = (459.6 + 60) Yuo

●

.,
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OutGide-air
temperature

(or)

100

100

100

68

6g

68

30

30

30

Eelative
humidity

(percent)

97

46

10

100

36

10

100

50

10

Specific
humitity = r

(lb/lb)

o● 04143

.olw6

,00406

.01444

.m522

.001433

.Oojw

.00171

.00034

(r~n)
(lb/lb)

o.036zL

.01364

-.00116

.00922

.00000

-. !)0379

-.00178

-. 00j51

-. Ocwa

A?
x 100

K
(percent )

3.05

1.15

-.10

.7g

.00

-.32

-.15

-.30

-.41

Ah
x 100

q

(percent)
—

3.46

1.30

-.11

. ga

.00

-.36

-.17

-.3b

-.47

~xloo
En

(percent )

2.19

.gJ

-.70

.56

.00

-.23

-.11

-.21.

-.30

!2)(10’0Yn
(percent )

-0.39

-.15

-.01

-.10

.00

.04

.02

.04

.06
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